Abstract: A liquid with microbubbles is used as an effective ultrasound contrast agent in medical diagnosis to improve the contrast of ultrasonic image. The existence of bubbles in liquid may enhance it nonlinearity parameter. This paper is devoted to experimental demonstration of influence of microbubbles on the nonlinearity parameter B/A values. The contrast agent named Echovist 300 and a kind of aqua sonicated with different bubble contents were studied. Results indicate that the values of nonlinearity parameter depend on the presence of microbubbles obviously.
INTRODUCTION
The study of ultrasound contrast agents in medical diagnosis is developed rapidly in recent years.['-31 Contrast agent is a kind of liquids with microbubbles. The gas bubbles in liquid are the excellent scatters of sound and able to produce strong backscatted signals.' Thus, ultrasonic contrast agents can be used to obtain better contrast resolution between normal and pathological tissues and to create diagnostic images with greater clarity. However, the acoustic properties of contrast agents are not very clear. Especially, for physical acousticians increasing interest is focused on the nonlinear acoustic features of ultrasound contrast agents because existence of bubbles in liquids will be able to enhance the nonlinear effect of liquid due to the nonlinear oscillation of bubbles. This paper is devoted to experimental demonstration of influence of microbubbles on the nonlinearity parameter B/A values. 
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The finite amplitude insert-substitution method, proposed and described by X.F.Gong et a1.14' is used for determination of the acoustic nonlinearity parameter B/A-of contrast agents. The key point of this method is to measure the amplitude of second harmonics p20 of a reference liquid with known B/A (for degassed distilled water, B/A=5.2) and psx of the investigated sample. By using following formula (B/A), can be calculated:
Where L is the distance between the transmitter and receiver, d is the thickness of the sample, Subscripts "0"
and "x" correspond to the reference medium and sample. 01~ and cc, are the attenuation coefficients of fundamental and second harmonics respectively. Measuring the ratio of pJp~,,, the (B/A), value can be obtained by this formula.
In experiment, a 2MHz planar PZT transducer transmits a tone burst signal and a broadband needle hydrophone detects the signals of frequency 2MHz and second harmonics (4MHz). The ultrasound contrast agents were injected into the sample box, two sides of which are covered by sound permeable thin films.
The experimental measurement include three parts as follows: (1 (2) and (3) are listed in Table 1 . When the fresh human blood and Echovist 300 were injected in a 1OmL sample box with volume fraction of Echovist 20% and 40% respectively, the B/A values increase from 55 to 114 as shown in Table 1 . For 76% MDC, the procedure is as follows: 76% MDC is sonicated in a 4OmL container and diluted it by adding 1OmL and 2OmL unsonicated 76% MDC respectively, in order to obtain the sonicated 76% MDC with volume fraction of 75% and 50%. Injecting them in IOmL sample box separately, the measured B/A values are listed in Table 1 .
Experimental results obtained in this paper indicate that the values of nonlinearity paramctcr depend on the presence and contents of microbubble obviously. Further study this problem has great interests and is in perspective of nonlinear acoustics. This work is supported by Natural Science Foundation of China and Province JiangSu.
